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compensation for multi-step electrical

connection”) describes a device for connecting
two circuits by way of at least two electrical
connectors. More specifically, the invention
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terminal for receiving a first electrical contact
and a second terminal for receiving a second

electrical contact, characterized in that it
comprises: a switching mechanism to form a first
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electrical connection between the first and second
terminals in a closed position, and a loss

compensation device to form a second electrical
connection between the first and second terminals
in an open position, the loss compensation device

comprising a third terminal which is not
electrically connected to the second terminal in

the closed position, and a sensor to detect a
connection between the second and third

terminals in a test position, the sensor being
connected to the third terminal and being

connected to one of the first and second terminals
to determine if the third terminal is electrically

connected to both first and second terminals when
the first and second terminals are connected to

both first and second contacts of the circuit
breaker. The switching mechanism is actuated to

a first state to open the closed position and a
second state to close the closed position. WO-

A-2007/001578 describes a circuit breaker
comprising a base component, a cover component
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and a moving mechanism, which moves the cover
component relative to the base component, and an

electric contact system, which is movable
between an open position and a closed position.
The electric contact system further comprises at

least one switch, which is arranged to be movable
between a test position, in which the switch is in

contact with a fixed contact of the electric contact
system and a closed position, in which the switch

is out of contact with the fixed contact. The
switch comprises an electrical contact system and

a test circuit and is movable between the test
position and the closed position. The switching
mechanism is arranged to move the switch from

the closed position to the test position or from the
test position to the closed position.Brezhnev
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